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Loop-shaping Design with Constant
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This educational contribution introduces the sensitivity peak beside the complementary sensitivity
peak as indices of relative stability in the loop-shaping approach design of SISO control systems,
through the use of an Extended Nichols Chart (ENC) which displays constant magnitude loci of
the sensitivity function along with the well-assessed constant magnitude loci of the complementary
sensitivity. The advantages of using the ENC in an educational context will be shown in the control
design of an unstable laboratory process.
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devoted to the relationships between the closed
loop (j T j! j and j S j! j) and the open loop
(L j!) frequency responses, which are easily
obtained on the Nyquist plane through the use of
the constant magnitude loci MT of j T j! j (also
referred to as the Hall chart, [2]) and constant
magnitude loci MS of j S j! j. While the former
are part of standard methodologies for frequency
domain analysis and design, the latter, to the best
of the authors' knowledge, are not considered in
classical textbooks for an undergraduate course on
control system design. Some authors (see, e.g. [3],
[4]), suggest that j S j! j can be derived by drawing the frequency response of the inverse open loop
transfer function 1=L j! and using the constant
magnitude loci MT of j T j! j. However, as it
requires the drawings of two different plots at
one time, this procedure may limit the effectiveness
of such a tool in analysis and design. Besides, polar
and/or Nyquist plots representations of the
frequency response do not provide a direct reading
of some properties of a given control system such
as gain and phase margins. In fact, although both
gain and phase margins are naturally defined on
the Nyquist plane, they can be directly evaluated
on the gain-phase plane through the intersections
of the open loop plot with the vertical (ÿ180 ) and
horizontal (0 dB) axes respectively. The gain-phase
plane equipped with constant magnitude curves
and constant phase curves of T j! is the wellknown Nichols chart. The first educational contribution of this paper, aimed at enhancing and
simplifying the use of such an analysis and design
tool, is to present an extended Nichols chart which
displays constant magnitude loci MS along with
the well assessed constant magnitude loci MT .
In order to show the effectiveness of the
presented approach, and to boost its educational
aspects, both computer simulated examples (using
MatLab1) and laboratory practice on real

INTRODUCTION
IN RECENT YEARS, the educational engineering community's attention has been drawn to the
problem of improving automatic control teaching.
Many contributions regarding different aspects of
such a problem can be found in the recent Special
Issue [1]. Here we describe a teaching project on
analysis and design of feedback control systems for
an undergraduate course in engineering curricula.
Analysis and design of single-input, single-output
control systems performed through basic Laplace
transform techniques and employing standard
frequency response tools like Bode, Nyquist and
Nichols plots are the topics to be covered in the
course (see the Appendix for a detailed description
of the didactic organization of the course). In this
context, a feedback cascade compensation scheme,
as depicted in Fig. 1, is considered.
In such a structure, Gp s and Gc s are the plant
and the controller transfer functions respectively.
The bandwidth of the sensor is supposed to be
wider than the bandwidth of the control system to
be designed, hence in the working frequency range
a static gain Gt can be used to describe the sensor
behaviour. The static gain Gy is introduced in
order to meet the desired input-output steadystate gain. The reference signal is r, y is the
controlled output and u the control input. Additive
output (dy ) and measurement (dt ) disturbances are
also considered. The open loop system is denoted
by L s  Gc sGp sGt Gy , the sensitivity function
by S s  1= 1  L s and the complementary
sensitivity function by T s  L s= 1  L s.
In the design procedures to be introduced in the
given educational context, loop shaping techniques
using standard PID, lag and lead controllers are
employed. Thus, particular attention has to be
* Accepted 11 October 2007.
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plane. Summarising, the main educational contribution of the paper is the introduction of the peak
Sp beside Tp , as indices of relative stability
through the use of an extended Nichols chart in
the loop-shaping approach design of SISO control
systems.
PROBLEM FORMULATION

Fig. 1. The considered control structure.

processes are included in the course schedule (see
Appendix). Laboratory experiments based on real
systems are beyond all doubt appealing to
students; they are challenging as well since they
may show extra features which cannot arise in
simulation, even if accurate models are considered.
In fact, it is well known that model uncertainty, if
not suitably taken into account, may lead to
instability or, at the best, to poor performance of
the control system. However, given the course
context, robust analysis and design tools would
be far behind the topics of the course, so suitable
indices of stability and/or performance have to be
effectively introduced. Indeed, classical control
textbooks such as [4], [5], [6], remark on the need
of taking into account both the gain and phase
margins as measures of controlled system stability.
However, both stability margins are considered
explicitly only from the analysis point of view
while the phase margin alone is usually considered
in the design stage. A more general way to take
care of phase and gain margins requirements is to
consider both the maximum resonance peaks Tp
and Sp of j T j! j and j S j! j respectively. The
use of the MT and MS constant magnitude loci
corresponding to Tp and Sp on the Nichols plane
allows one to take into account such peak resonance requirements in the shaping of the open loop
transfer function frequency response L j!. A
number of papers have been published in recent
years where MT and/or MS constant magnitude
loci are used in the design of PID controllers (see,
e.g. [7], [8], [9] and [10]).
While the peak Tp is a standard relative stability
measure employed in basic control design, the
value of Sp , though introduced in classical textbooks (see, e.g. [6]), is not considered in the design
procedure. Indeed, since the quantity Sp can be
easily related to the maximum plant perturbation
that can be added before the closed loop system
becomes unstable (see e.g. [11], [12]), a requirement on the sensitivity function resonance peak
paves the way for the introduction of basic rudiments of robust control in such an undergraduate
course. Note that further control design requirements such as low and high frequency disturbances attenuation can be handled by considering
suitable constant magnitude loci on the Nichols

Consider the feedback control system of Fig. 1
above. The loop, sensitivity and complementary
sensitivity transfer functions are defined, respectively, as
L s  Gc sGp sGt Gy

1

S s 

1
1  L s

2

T s 

L s
1  L s

3

The maximum sensitivity Sp and the maximum
complementary sensitivity Tp are defined as
Sp  max jS j!j

4

Tp  max jT j!j

5

!20;1

!20;1

We shall go on to show how given upper bounds
on Equations (4) and (5) can be employed in order
to set out an effective guide to trial and error
design in such a context. The steady-state design
is deliberately skipped and it is assumed that
requirements on steady-state polynomial reference
tracking and/or polynomial disturbance attenuation/rejection are duly taken into account. It is well
known that loop-shaping techniques are employed
in the presence of frequency domain specification
such as, e.g. sensitivity peak and complementary
sensitivity peak requirements, low and/or high
frequency disturbance attenuation, bandwidth,
etc. As up-to-date instructors may know,
frequency domain control systems design methods
reported in classical undergraduate textbooks (see
[3±6] and [13±24] ) are based on phase margin (PM)
and gain margin (GM) specifications, which,
usually, are chosen on the basis of the designer's
experience. In almost all the books in the lists of
references, lower bounds on PM and GM are
derived in terms of Tp , while only in a couple of
textbooks (see e.g. [11], [24] ), lower bounds on PM
and GM are also derived in terms of Sp . In
practice, however, only PM requirements are
usually considered, while GM specs are almost
entirely ignored and, unfortunately, even if conditions on GM and PM are fulfilled, satisfaction of
desired given performance on Tp and Sp is not
guaranteed. In this paper a frequency domain
design approach based on loop shaping subject
to the following constraints is presented
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Sp  MS

6

Tp  MT

7

where MS > 1 and MT > 1 are upper bounds on
sensitivity peak Sp and complementary sensitivity
peak Tp respectively. Both Sp and Tp can be
obtained from frequency domain specifications
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on S j! and T j! which, for example, may
have the shape shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 respectively.
If frequency disturbance attenuation requirements are specified, further constraints can be
added to the loop shaping problem. Indeed, if
dy  ay sin !y t

Fig. 2. Frequency domain specifications on jS j!j.

Fig. 3. Frequency domain specifications on jT j!j.

8!y  !
y

8
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where !
y and ay are given, and the output error
due to dy is required to be bounded by a given y ,
then it is easy to see that the following constraint
on S j! can be derived:
jS j!y j 

y :
 MSLF
ay

8!y  !
y

9

where MSLF is the required low frequency attenuation level (see Fig. 2 above). While, if
dt  at sin !t t

8!t  !ÿ
t

10

where !ÿ
t , and at are given, and the output error
due to dt is required to be bounded by a given t ,
then it is easy to see that the following constraint
on jT j!j applies:
jT j!t j 

t :
 MTHF
at

8!t  !ÿ
t

11

where MTHF is the required high frequency attenuation level (see Fig. 3 above).
As remarked in a couple of textbooks taken
from the literature [6], [24], although PM and
GM are considered as a classical measure of
relative stability of nominal systems, they may
fail to guarantee a reasonable bound on the
distance of the loop transfer function L j! from
the critical point ÿ1; 0 on the Nyquist plane. On
the contrary, Sp , the maximum of j S j! j, can be
successfully used to obtain simple bounds on both
the phase margin and the gain margin. In other
words, a single bound on Sp can be employed as a
measure of robust stability in all closed loop stable
systems, including the non-minimum phase and
open-loop unstable cases in which both the PM
and the GM are ill-defined. As a matter of fact, the
maximum sensitivity Sp is the inverse of the shortest distance from the Nyquist plot of L j! to the
critical point ÿ1; 0 on the complex plane, so it
must be stressed that constraint Equation (6) can

Fig. 4. MT -circles on the Nyquist plane.

ensure stability robustness of the closed loop
system subject to plant modelling uncertainty.
Furthermore, although not so obvious, constraint
Equation (7) provides robust stability as well when
the plant is affected by multiplicative uncertainty
[11]. Roughly speaking, the above ideas can be
explained as follows: the presence of complex poles
with small damping factor, i.e. poles near the
jÿaxis, results in sharp and high peaks in both
j S j! j and j T j! j. Thus, constraining those
peaks implies, in turn, forcing the closed loop
poles suitably far from the imaginary axis.
It should be noted that the approach proposed
in this work can be seen as a special case of the
Quantitative Feedback Design Theory (QFT)
which is an advanced methodology for dealing
with plant uncertainty (see [25]). Indeed, given
the plant templates, QFT converts closed-loop
magnitude specifications (such as, e.g. (6), (7),
(9), (11) ) into magnitude and phase constraints
on a nominal open-loop function. These
constraints are called QFT bounds. However,
Horowitz's approach is much too advanced to be
introduced to undergraduate students.
THE NICHOLS CHART REVISITED
AND EXTENDED
If L j!  X  jY , it is well known that the loci
of constant jT j!j  MT in the Nyquist plane are
the circles given by

Y2  X 

MT2
MT2 ÿ 1

2


MT2

MT2 ÿ 12

12

when MT 6 1. If MT  1, it can be shown that the
loci are described by X  ÿ 12, which is a straight
line parallel to the Y axis and passing through the
point ÿ 12 ; 0. Equation (12) represents a circle

Fig. 5. MS -circles on the Nyquist plane.
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of radius MT =j MT2 ÿ 1j centred on the real axis
Y  0 at X  ÿMT2 = MT2 ÿ 1, which are also
called MT ÿcircles, whose use both for analysis and
design is well known. Figure 4 shows some of the
constant-j T j circles. To the best knowledge of the
authors, the locus of points corresponding to
constant-j S j is not considered in any of the undergraduate textbooks in the list of references. It is a
bit less involved of the constant-j T j circles and is a
circle given by
Y 2  X  12 

1
MS2

13

Figure 5 shows some of the constant-j S j circles,
which are here referred to as MS ÿcircles.
Constant-j S j circles can be successfully employed
for analysis and design in the same way as
constant-j T j circles. It is emphasized that setting
upper bounds on Tp and Sp is equivalent to
drawing a couple of `forbidden' circles, around
the critical point ÿ1; 0, inside which L j! is
not allowed to lie (see, e.g. Fig. 6 below). Constant
magnitude and/or phase circles are easily understood in the complex plane where polar and
Nyquist plots are usually drawn.
However, constant magnitude contours can also
be plotted on the gain-phase plane which displays
the gain (in decibels) versus the phase (in degrees)
readily available from Bode plots. A major disadvantage in working in the polar coordinates plane
with the Nyquist plot of L j! is that the curve no
longer retains its original shape when simple
modifications on the loop gain are made. Indeed,
when design changes are required to meet a set of
given specifications, it is often necessary to develop
additional insight into cause and effect relationships. One approach is to use the gain-phase plane
which often makes it possible a straightforward
assessment of the changes that are required to
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satisfy design specifications. For example, when
the static loop gain is modified, the L j! curve is
shifted upwards or downwards in the vertical
direction without distortion. From a Nichols
chart and a gain-phase plot of L j!, we can
read, for any frequency point, the magnitude and
phase of T j!. In particular, we can easily evaluate the peak value of j T j! j. In some textbooks,
see e.g. [4], it is suggested that the Bode plot of
j S j! j can be derived from the Nichols chart by
plotting the locus of Lÿ1 j! rather than L j!
and using constant-j T j curves. However, in the
authors' experience, that procedure is rather too
involved since we must draw both the direct and
the inverse plot of L j!. Instead, we propose
using constant-j S j curves beside well-known
constant-j T j curves on the gain-phase plane,
which will be referred to the Extended Nichols
Chart (ENC). It is suggested that use of the ENC
with (a) one constant-j T j curve with level MT , (b)
one constant-j S j curve with level MS , (c) one
constant-j T j curve with level MTHF which takes
into account a possible requirement on high
frequency disturbance attenuation (if any) and
(d) one constant-j S j curve with level MSLF which
takes into account a possible requirement on low
frequency disturbance attenuation (if any). Figure
7 below shows a possibile ENC with MT  1:23,
MS  1:54, MTHF  0:1 and MSLF  0:1.

CONTROLLER DESIGN FOR A REAL
LABORATORY PROCESS USING
THE ENC
The main purpose here is to highlight that the
ENC allows students to design robust and effective
controllers for a real plant by means of basic loop
shaping techniques. As is well known (see, e.g. [26],

Fig. 6. Nyquist plane with MT -contours and MS -contours.
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Fig. 7. Extended Nichols Chart with MT and MS contours.

[27], [28]) the magnetic levitation system is inherently non-linear and unstable; the control of such a
system is not a trivial task, especially for inexperienced undergraduate students. The levitation
system shown in Fig. 8 below, is equipped with an
optical sensor which converts the ball position into a
voltage signal and with a transconductance amplifier which converts the voltage command computed
by the controller into the current flowing through
the electromagnet coil. For a detailed description of
the considered levitation system the reader is
referred to the book [29] and the Internet Web
page www.ladispe.polito.it/it/html/levitatore.htm. A
standard Intel1 Celeron1 500 computer equipped
with the MatLab1 Real Time Workshop1 is used
for the implementation of the controller with a
sampling time Ts  0:001 s.

The following approximated linear model of the
system has been obtained through linearization
around a suitable operating point uo ; yo :
Gp s 

ÿ15:34
s ÿ 30:34 s  30:34

Gt  555:89 V =m

14
15

where, with reference to the block diagram of Fig.
1 above, Gp s is the transfer function from the
voltage command u t to the the ball position y t,
Gt is the static gain describing the optical transducer and Gy  1 which implies that the inputoutput static gain equals 1=Gt . The students are
required to design a digital filter in order to
control the position of the suspended ball
around the operating point. More precisely, the
closed loop system has to satisfy the following
tracking performance specifications when the
reference signal r t is a zero-mean valued square
wave with period Tr  4s, duty cycle 50% and
amplitude ra  0:1 V which corresponds to a ball
displacement of about 0:18 mm around the operating point:
. (S1) zero steady-state error for a step reference;
. (S2) rise time tr  0:015 s;
. (S3) overshoot ^s  25%.

Fig. 8. The laboratory magnetic ball levitation system used in
the example.

In order to exploit frequency domain techniques
for the controller design, time domain specifications (S1)Ð(S3) have to be converted into suitable
frequency domain constraints. As is well known,
specification (S1) simply requires an integrator in
the controller in order to get a type I control
system. As far as specifications (S2) and (S3) are
concerned, relations between time domain and
frequency domain response of prototype secondorder systems can be exploited to get the following
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Fig. 9. Ball levitation system loop transfer function plot on the ENC: CENC (solid) and Cmrg (dashed).

bounds on the cross-over frequency !c and the
closed loop peaks Tp and Sp :
! c > !ÿ
c  120 rad=s

16

Tp < MT  1:35 2:6 dB

17

Sp < MS  1:65 4:35 dB

18

MT

MS

The ENC with
 1:35 and
 1:65 is
shown in Fig. 9. The following controller with
three lead networks has been designed to satisfy
inequality (16) and the constraints on the ENC
defined by the constant-j T j curve with level MT
and the constant-j S j curve with level MS :
CENC s 

ÿ19 s=30  12 s=400  1
s s=3200  1 s=900  12

19

The digital loop transfer function LENC z,
provides a cross-over frequency !c  209 rad/s
and satisfies the constraints on the ENC as
shown in Fig. 9.
In order to show the educational benefits of the
use of the ENC, CENC s is compared with a
controller designed exploiting the classical
approach based on gain and phase margins specifications. To this end the following relations (see e.g.
[24], [11]) can be used to obtain lower bounds on the
gain and phase margins from Equations (17) and
(18): GM > GM  and PM > PM  , where


Sp
1

; 1
GM  max
 2:54 8 dB
Sp ÿ 1
Tp
20


1
1
 43:5o :
; 2 arcsin
PM   max 2 arcsin
2Sp
2Tp
21

The following controller with three lead networks
has been designed to satisfy the constraints


!c > !ÿ
c , GM > GM and PM > PM :
Cmrg s 

ÿ40 s=75  13
s s=525  13

22

The digital loop transfer function Lmrg z, provides
a cross-over frequency !c  155 rad/s, a gain
margin GM ' 8:3 dB and a phase margin PM
' 44o as shown in Fig. 9 above.
The frequency responses of the complementary
sensitivity and the sensitivity functions obtained
with the controllers CENC and Cmrg and computed
on the basis of the approximated linear model
Gp s are shown in Fig. 10. As expected, the closed
loop control system obtained with the controller
CENC satisfies the frequency domain performance
specifications on the peaks of jS j!j and jT j!j
while that is not the case for the closed loop
system obtained with the controller Cmrg .
The experimental square wave responses
obtained with the controllers CENC and Cmrg are
shown in Fig. 11 below. Neither closed loop system
satisfies the performance specification (S3) on the
overshoot; that is due to (i) the fact that the
relations used to map time domain specification
(S1)Ð(S3) into the frequency domain constraints
Equations (16), (17) and (18) are exact only for
prototype second-order systems while the obtained
closed loop system is not and (ii) the effect of the
mismatch between the approximated linear model
used for the design of the controllers and the
complex non-linear dynamics of the real plant.
However, it can be noted that, in spite of (i) and
(ii), the controller designed on the basis of the ENC
guarantees a maximum overshoot ^s  31%; on the
contrary the response of the closed loop systems
obtained with the controller Cmrg shows lightly
damped oscillations and a maximum overshoot
^s  105%.
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Fig. 10. Ball levitation system frequency response with: CENC (solid) and Cmrg (dashed).

Fig. 11. Ball levitation system experimental square wave response with CENC (thick) and Cmrg (thin).

DISCUSSION
In the example above, the performance of two
controllers on a real plant were compared: the first
controller, CENC , was designed using the proposed
ENC equipped with constant-j T j curve with given
level MT and the constant-j S j curve with given
level MS ; while the second one, Cmrg , was designed
on the ground of gain and phase margin
constraints. The aim of the example is twofold.
First, the classical frequency domain design
approach, based on gain and phase margin
requirements, can lead to closed-loop systems
which do not satisfy typical frequency domain
performance specifications on jS j!j and
jT j!j of the kind shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3

above; also, such a design method may also fail to
guarantee good robustness. Second, it has been
shown that the ENC is a simple and effective tool
to fulfil performance specifications expressed in
terms of constraints on the frequency response of
S and T. Trying to avoid the `forbidden region'
delimited by the constant-j T j curve with given
level MT and the constant-j S j curve with given
level MS , the student is guided through the design
of an inherently robust control system.
CONCLUSION
An extended Nichols chart which displays
constant magnitude loci of both complementary

Loop-shaping Design with Constant Magnitude Loci
sensitivity and sensitivity functions has been
proposed as an effective tool for analysis and
design of feedback control systems. It has been
shown that, through the use of such a chart,
stability indices such as resonance peaks of both
complementary sensitivity and sensitivity functions
can be easily handled, providing much more
insight and guiding hints than gain and phase
margins for the sequence of the loop-shaping
design trials. Thanks to the ENC, loop-shaping
control design can be effectively performed by a
skilled designer and inexperienced students, since
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both will take advantage from the pair of constant
magnitude curves which provide a couple of
forbidden regions inside which the open-loop
transfer function frequency response is not allowed
to lie. The use of the ENC for the control design of
an unstable laboratory process has been included
in order to show its effectiveness in automatic
control education.
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APPENDIX
This section provides some details about the course scope, its structure and organization.
Required background: basic mathematics and physics courses commonly provided in the first two years
of the italian engineering curricula.
Course topics: analysis and design of single-input, single-output control systems performed through basic
Laplace transform techniques and employing standard frequency response tools like Bode, Nyquist and
Nichols plots.
Course organization: the didactic activity is organized as follows:
 Course term. seven weeks.
 Lectures (six hours/week). The teacher (a faculty member) introduces the methodological facts and
present a number of suitable numerical examples.
 Computer aided laboratory (2 hours/week). The students are required to solve a set of suggested problems
using MATLAB and/or Simulink software packages. During this activity students work alone. The
teacher assists the students with the help of a teaching assistant (usually a Ph.D student). Some of the
assignment are introductory to the experimental laboratory activities. In particular, students have to
perform the control design and the related simulation tests needed before the laboratory implementation.
 Experimental laboratory (4 hours in total). In the first two hours, the students are required to collect the
experimental data needed to derive a suitable mathematical model of the laboratory process (DC motor,
magnetic levitation system, inverted pendulum, etc.). In the last two hours, they have to implement the
controller previously designed during the Computer aided laboratory. Collection of closed-loop
experimental data is required to verify the achievement of the assigned specifications. During these
activities students work in small groups (three or four people).
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